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Abstract

This study aims to examine the impact of self-esteem on teacher leadership beliefs in Türkiye through both correlational and experimental analyses since self-esteem is considered to be a crucial antecedent of leadership. The author conducts three separate studies with a sample size of 808. The first study (n = 237) uses correlational analyses (Spearman). The second study (n = 222) adopts a scenario-based, within-participants experimental design where the self-esteem level of teachers is manipulated. A paired t-test was used to analyze the data. The third study (n=349) employs a between-participants experimental design. ANOVA test was conducted to analyze the data. The correlational analysis of the first study found a positive relationship between self-esteem and teacher leadership (\(\rho = 0.35, p < 0.001\)). The second study revealed that participants perceived teachers with high self-esteem to be more likely to exercise leadership, \(t_{221} = 1.97, p < 0.01\). The third study found that teachers who were primed to have high self-esteem were more likely to adopt leadership beliefs, \(F_{2,348} = 3.91, p = .02\). The result experimentally demonstrated that self-esteem is an important antecedent of teacher leadership. This study contributes to the literature on teacher leadership by providing a causal link between self-esteem and teacher leadership.
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Introduction

In today’s ever-changing world, schools face unprecedented demands and challenges. On the one hand, schools are pressured to prepare students for high-stakes testing in many (developing) countries, such as Türkiye. On the other hand, schools are expected to develop students’ skills essential for the 21st century, such as critical thinking, creativity, problem solving and more (OECD, 2013). Furthermore, school improvement is no longer about improving student grades, test results or even students’ skills for the 21st century. As Ainscow et al. (1998) highlighted years ago, school improvement requires profound change at all levels of the school system. This encompasses changes at pedagogical level, promoting a positive school culture, empowering teachers, transformational leadership from principals, mobilization of parents, and adoption of supportive educational policy.
level (Bolat, 2013). Taking these multifaceted demands into account, principals cannot achieve the expected level of school improvement alone (Shen et al., 2020) especially in countries, such as Türkiye where there is a strong hierarchical school system (Gümüş et al., 2021). Therefore, principals looked to teachers for change in classrooms (Margolis and Huggins, 2012). Furthermore, in the era of accountability, teacher leadership has been promoted as a key strategy for enhancing student results (Lovett, 2018; Wenner and Campbell, 2017). The Teacher Leadership Exploratory Consortium (2011) proposed teacher leadership as an effective strategy for school improvement. There is now enough empirical evidence that teacher leadership contributes to the quality of schools (Wang and Ho, 2020) and school improvement (Ingersoll et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2020; Poekert et al., 2016; Wenner and Campbell, 2017). Therefore, there is a global movement towards promoting teacher leadership within schools. In line with these continuous efforts, this study aims to make a valuable contribution by providing experimental evidence that self-esteem could be a crucial antecedent for teacher leadership. By enhancing teachers’ self-esteem, school leaders could enhance and promote teacher leadership within educational settings. Similarly, teachers can work on improving their self-esteem to enhance their capacity for effective leadership.

Literature Review

Teacher Leadership

Although teacher leadership is defined differently (Nguyen et al., 2020), Wenner and Campbell’s (2017) definition summarizes the essence of most definitions of teacher leadership most concisely: “teachers assuming leadership roles beyond their classrooms while simultaneously fulfilling their classroom responsibilities.” These roles could be “positional”, such as department head, curriculum designer, instructional specialist, mentor and etc. (see Katzenmeyer and Moller, 2009; Neumerski, 2012) or “non-positional” (Frost, 2019), such as leading professional development activities, participating in decision making, assisting colleagues, observing colleagues in classrooms and etc. (see Wenner and Campell, 2017). In other words, teachers could perform these leadership roles informally or formally (Meirink et al., 2020). Some scholars, such as Silva et al. (2000), argue that when teachers exercise leadership within a formal role, they could be just fulfilling some of principal’s management duties, functioning as managers. These formal leadership roles could of course contribute to school improvement. However, such a formal role of teacher leadership, on the contrary, could stifle school improvement, by creating overload, role ambiguity and role conflict (Smylie et al., 2002). Furthermore, formal positions can actually prevent individuals from exercising leadership (Heifetz, 2004) because leadership requires creating tolerable chaos while authority that stems from formal positions requires establishing order and predictability (Heifetz and Linsky, 2017). Teachers in formal positions may find themselves stuck between these two conflicting demands and may prioritize establishing order, which makes it default for them to exercise leadership. Additionally, when teacher leadership is associated with formal roles and positions, teachers without a formal leadership position may be unwilling to exercise leadership (Krieg et al., 2014).

School improvement depends on all teachers’ efforts to take responsibility for change and transformation.

In line with this informal view of teacher leadership, the current perspective goes beyond formal roles and encompasses a more informal approach (Carrion and García-Carrón, 2015; Poekert, 2012). In this current perspective, teachers exercise leadership regardless of their positions (Frost, 2019). Leadership is not associated with any title, role or position. Leadership is more about teachers’ taking ownership and drive meaningful change within schools (Frost and Durrant, 2002). In a formal leadership position, teachers of course could initiate change but it may not always imply leadership. They could just be solving a problem as part of their job description or leading a project dictated by the principal. Within an informal perspective of teacher leadership, however, leadership extends beyond solving a problem. Leadership is about agency and a sense of autonomy in leading change throughout the school (Durrant and Holden, 2006). In this view, every teacher is regarded as a ‘change agent’ (Fullan, 2007). The challenge, then, is to explore and understand the antecedents of teacher leadership and foster these antecedents so that every teacher can exercise leadership.

In line with this understanding, researchers are trying to understand the antecedents of teacher leadership (Ding and Thien, 2022). Some of these antecedents are at teacher levels (Schott et al., 2020). Some of these teacher-level antecedents are self-perception (Huang, 2016; Mongillo et al., 2012), experience (Angelie and DeHart, 2011), expertise (Struyve et al., 2018), motivation (Rogers, 2005), skills (Collinson, 2012; Liljenberg, 2016), teacher competence (Supovitz et al., 2010), extraversion (Landis et al., 2022), disposition (Carver, 2016), self-confidence (Pankake and Moller, 2007), and self-efficacy (Sun et al., 2017). An extensive body of research demonstrates that all these antecedents contribute greatly to the enactment of teacher leadership. For instance, teachers with higher levels of self-efficacy are more likely to exercise leadership (Sun et al., 2017). Another important antecedent that has attracted in the literature attention is self-esteem (Hunzicker, 2017; Smulyan, 2016). Therefore, promoting
Self-esteem can be an effective strategy for enabling teachers to exercise leadership.

**Self-esteem**

The concept of self-esteem is pervasive in contemporary life (Orth and Robins, 2014) and extensively studied in psychology and social sciences (Donnellan et al., 2011; Judge et al., 2002). Despite its prevalence, however, the definitions of self-esteem vary (Heppner and Kernis, 2011). Some scholars define it in terms of affective (feeling) component. Self-esteem is defined as a subjective evaluation of one's worth as an individual (Baumeister, 1999; Donnellan et al., 2011; Rosenberg, 1965; Zeigler-Hill and Showers, 2007). Conversely, some researchers define self-esteem in terms of its cognitive (thought) aspect, such as an individual's overall self-evaluation of their competencies (Korman, 1968). Some scholars define it in terms of both cognitive and affective component, that is in terms of “worthiness” and “competence” (Tafarodi and Swann, 2001). Subsequent studies attempted to clarify this confusion. Some researchers used the term “self-concept” (Campbell, 1990; Lee-Flynn et al., 2011; Hutt, 2004) or “self-efficacy” (Bandura, 1997) to refer to the cognitive aspect of the self. Contemporary understanding highlights that self-esteem is more about feelings rather than thoughts about oneself and not confined to specific abilities or behaviors (Robins et al., 2001). More specifically, self-esteem is concerned about how one “feels” about oneself (Coopersmith, 1967; Sowislo and Orth, 2013). That is, people with high self-esteem like who they are (Pelham and Swann, 1989). This understanding has important implications for teacher leadership. Teachers with little expertise, experience, competence or skills can choose to exercise leadership if they have high self-esteem.

Self-esteem is widely studied because it is believed to affect various significant life outcomes (Swann et al., 2007). A recent meta-analysis found that low self-esteem is related to anxiety (Liu et al., 2022) and depression (Sowislo and Orth, 2013), poor health and criminal behavior (Trzesniewski et al., 2003). Self-esteem affects job satisfaction (Judge and Bono, 2001), relationship satisfaction (Shackelford, 2001), subjective well-being (Diener and Diener, 1995), and positive affect in life (Orth et al., 2012; Robins, 2001). Scholars also study the relationship between self-esteem and leadership since self-esteem is considered a crucial factor in leadership effectiveness (Brockner, 1988). In early years, Beer et al. (1959) and Kipnis and Lane (1962) found that individuals who had high self-esteem emerged as leaders in college groups and among naval officers, respectively. Hill and Ritchie (1977) proposed that self-esteem is predictive of leadership. A meta-analysis by Judge et al. (2002) found a positive correlation between leadership emergence and self-esteem. In a more recent study, Galante and Ward (2017) discovered that female athletes with high self-esteem exhibited more leadership characteristics. Similarly, Matzler et al. (2015) observed a strong positive relationship between transformational leadership and self-esteem in their study of 411 managers and entrepreneurs. In the context of school leadership, Vlaščová et al. (2021) found a positive correlation between teacher leadership and self-esteem.

Self-esteem is positively associated with leadership for several reasons. When leaders have high self-esteem, they transmit positivity and enthusiasm more often (Hu et al., 2012). Additionally, individuals with high self-esteem act less defensively when they are subject to negative feedback (Brown, 2010). In contrast, individuals who have low self-esteem get more distressed when they face failure (Holland et al., 2002). Moreover, people with high self-esteem act in a more accepting manner while people with low self-esteem exhibit heightened prejudice (Crocker and Luhatanen, 1990). All these qualities are indicative of effective leadership. Most importantly, individuals need to believe in their capacity to attain power and high self-esteem is a prerequisite of such beliefs (Wojciszke and Struzynska-Kujalowicz, 2007). If they have low self-esteem, they shy away from leadership roles (Brockner, 1988) and avoid challenging tasks (Zeigler-Hill et al., 2011). In sum, an extensive body of research provides evidence that there is a strong relationship between self-esteem and leadership.

Previous research demonstrates a strong relationship between leadership and self-esteem. However, the direction of causality remains unclear since all these studies are correlational. As Baumeister et al. (2003) suggest the causal arrow could point in either direction or Wojciszke and Struzynska-Kujalowicz (2007) suggest there could be reciprocal influences. The current study aims to clarify the nature of this relationship, using an experimental design since experiments are crucial for providing evidence of causality (Antonakis et al., 2010).

Although there is extensive research on teacher leadership, Schott et al. (2020) found in their meta-analysis of 90 studies that none of these studies employed experimental design. Thus, the current study aims to address that gap, using an experimental approach and contribute to the existing literature on teacher leadership. To the best of my knowledge, this study is the first study that investigates the relationship between self-esteem and (teacher) leadership experimentally not only in the field of educational leadership but in psychological /organizational science. School leaders and teachers can use the findings and insights of the study to promote teacher leadership since self-esteem can be improved (Pierce et al., 1989).
Methodology

The current study aims to test the impact of self-esteem on teacher leadership beliefs through three separate studies (N = 808). The first study employed correlational analysis to explore the relationship between self-esteem and teacher leadership beliefs. The second and third studies employed an experimental design to delve deeper into this relationship and establish a causal link. The present study tests three hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: There is a positive relationship between self-esteem and teacher leadership beliefs (Study 1).

Hypothesis 2: Participants will perceive teachers with a high level of self-esteem as more likely to embrace teacher leadership beliefs, compared to teachers with a low level of self-esteem (Study 2).

Hypothesis 3: Participants who are primed to have high self-esteem will be more likely to adopt teacher leadership beliefs, compared to teachers who are primed to have low self-esteem (Study 3).

Study 1

Participants

The study included a total of 237 participants who were employed as teachers at state schools across various regions in Türkiye. 138 participants (59.2%) were female, while 98 participants (%) were male (Demographic information was not provided by 4 participants). In terms of teaching level, 19 participants (8.11%) were from preschool, 68 participants (29.1%) were from primary school, 73 participants (31.2%) were from middle school, and 74 participants (31.6%) were from high school. The average age of the participants was 41.3 years (range: 23-69, SD = 7.4), and they had an average of 20.9 years of teaching experience (range = 1-39, SD = 8.1).

Procedure and Measures

Participants completed the abbreviated version of the Rosenberg self-esteem scale (Rosenberg, 1965) consisting of six items (Cronbach’s alpha = .84). This shortened version was developed by Bolat and Antalyalı (2023) and demonstrated high levels of validity and reliability. Sample items are: “I feel that I’m a person of worth,” “On the whole, I am satisfied with myself,” and “I certainly feel useless at times (reverse item).” Additionally, participants also completed a five-item subscale of teacher leadership belief scale (Bolat, 2023). This subscale exhibited strong validity and reliability (Cronbach’s alpha = .86). The subscale measures teachers’ leadership belief - the extent to which teachers see certain leadership behaviors as part of their professional identity. Sample items are “I engage in pedagogical conversations with my colleagues to contribute to their development” and “I offer advice and suggestions to my colleagues.” The responses ranged from 1 (not at all) to 5 (always).

Results and Discussion

Data analysis was performed using Jamovi 2.3.12.0. The Spearman correlation coefficient was used to assess the relationship between the teacher leadership belief scale and the self-esteem scale, since the data did not have a normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test, p < .001). The analysis indicated that there was a positive correlation between the two scales and the correlation was significant (rho = .35, p < .001). This result suggests there is a relationship between these two constructs. Thus, H1 was supported. However, the use of a correlation study fails to establish a causal link between these concepts. It is not possible to tell which concept is the precursor. Therefore, the second study utilized a within-subjects experimental design to establish a causal link between these two constructs.

Study 2

Participants

The experiment included a total of 222 participants who were employed as teachers at state schools across various regions in Türkiye. 185 (88.1%) of the participants were women and 25 (11.9%) were men. The sample size for the study was determined a priori using G*Power (Faul et al., 2009) to achieve a power of 0.80 and an alpha error probability of .05, with a target small-to-medium-sized effect size of .2. Based on a power analysis, a minimum sample size of 199 participants was required. The actual sample size (n = 222) used in the study exceeded this minimum requirement. Among the participants, 35 (16.9%) were employed in kindergarten, 64 (30.5%) in primary school, 44 (21.3%) in middle school, and 64 (30.9%) at the high school. The average age of the participants was 41.3 years (range: 23-69, SD = 7.78), and their average work experience was 17 years (range: 1-45, SD = 8.50).

Procedure

Participants were presented with two scenarios describing a teacher with high and low self-esteem, respectively. They were then asked “What is the likelihood that this teacher will...” followed by 6 items (Cronbach’s alpha = .94) taken from the micro-level leadership subscale of teacher leadership behavior scale (Bolat and Antalyalı, 2023). The scale assessed the extent to which teachers exercise leadership to influence their colleagues, with sample items including “I engage in pedagogical conversations with my colleagues to contribute to their development” and “I offer advice and suggestions to my colleagues.” Participants provided responses on a 6-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
Results and Discussion

Data analysis was performed using Jamovi 2.3.12.0. A paired t-test was conducted to compare participants’ ratings of the two scenarios. The results indicated a significant difference between the first measurement (high self-esteem scenario) and the second measurement (low self-esteem scenario). The mean scores for the first and second measurements were 4.14 (SD = .79) and 2.18 (SD = .82), respectively. This difference was statistically significant (t(221) = 19.7, p < .01). These findings suggest that participants perceived the teacher with high self-esteem as more likely to adopt leadership beliefs compared to the teacher with low self-esteem. This result provides experimental evidence that self-esteem is an important antecedent and determinant of teacher leadership. Based on the results, it could be concluded that teachers who have higher self-esteem are more likely to have leadership beliefs. Thus, H2 was supported. However, it should be noted that a scenario-based experimental studies have certain limitations. Participants may have understood the purpose of the study (social desirability bias) or been affected by the previous scenario (carryover effect), and responded accordingly. Therefore, a between-subjects experimental design is warranted to assess the impact of self-esteem on teacher leadership beliefs. To address that limitation, the next study utilized a between-subjects experimental design.

Study 3

Participants

The study sample comprised 349 teachers employed at state schools across various regions in Türkiye. The sample size for the study was determined a priori using G*Power (Faul et al., 2009) to achieve a power of 0.90 and an alpha error probability of .05, with a target small-to-medium-sized effect size of .2. Based on a power analysis, a minimum sample size of 321 (107 in each group) participants was required. The actual sample size (n = 349) used in the study exceeded this minimum requirement.

Data were collected through online platform. Participants were informed about the study, and all participants participated voluntarily in the study. 325 participants (93.1%) were female, while 24 participants (6.9%) were male. In terms of educational levels, 47 participants (13.5%) were from preschool, 94 participants (26.5%) were from primary school, 111 participants (31.8%) were from middle school, and 97 participants (27.8%) were from high school. The average age of the participants was 37.4 years (range = 23–62, SD = 6.74), and their average teaching experience was 13.4 years (range = 1–28, SD = 7.11).

Procedure

Prior to the experiment, similar to Study 2, participants completed the abbreviated version of the Rosenberg self-esteem scale (Rosenberg, 1965) consisting of six items (Cronbach’s alpha = .86). Additionally, participants also completed a five-item subscale of teacher leadership behavior scale (Bolat, 2023) (Cronbach’s alpha = .92).

After completing initial scales, participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups: the high self-esteem group (HSG) (n = 152), the low self-esteem group (LSG) (n = 152), and the control group (n = 115). In the HSG condition, participants were instructed to “generate a list of positive characteristics that they possess,” while in the LSG condition, participants were asked to “generate a list of negative characteristics that they possess.” These manipulations have previously been used by McGuire and McGuire (1996) in previous research. Participants in the control group were asked to write about their daily routines (adapted from Schmeichel and Vohs, 2009).

After participants wrote their essays, they were instructed to complete one-item self-esteem scale (adapted from Robins et al., 2001). The single-item self-esteem question was “I have high self-esteem.” The responses ranged from 1 (definitely does not describe me) to 7 (definitely describes me). They were also instructed to respond to two items from the Mood Adjective Checklist (adapted from Raghunathan and Trope, 2002). Two adjectives from the Mood Adjective Checklist were “happy” and “elated.” The responses ranged from 1 (definitely describes me) to 7 (definitely describes me). They were also instructed to respond to two items from the Mood Adjective Checklist “happy” and “elated.” The responses ranged from 1 (definitely describes me) to 7 (definitely describes me). The scores on this subscale served as the dependent variable. After the experiment, participants were thoroughly briefed.

Results

Randomization Check

The Rosenberg self-esteem scale and the teacher leadership behavior scale were utilized for randomization check. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to compare the self-esteem scores across the three groups. The results indicated no significant differences in self-esteem scores between the groups (F(2, 416) = 2.32, p = .10). Similarly, an ANOVA test was performed to compare the teacher leadership behavior scores among the groups, revealing no significant differences (F(2, 416) = 1.28, p = .28). These findings indicate successful random assignment among three groups.
Manipulation check

A manipulation check was carried out to ensure the effectiveness of the manipulations. The ANOVA results demonstrated a significant difference in self-esteem scores among the groups ($F(2, 362) = 3.79, \ p = .02$). Specifically, the mean self-esteem score for the high self-esteem group was 4.90 (SD = 1.67), for the control group was 4.49 (SD = 1.59), and for the low self-esteem group it was 4.38 (SD = 1.58). Post-hoc comparisons employing the Tukey HSD test revealed that the high self-esteem group had significantly higher self-esteem scores compared to the low self-esteem group, while the control group also had significantly higher self-esteem scores than the low self-esteem group.

Likewise, an ANOVA test was conducted to examine the positive mood scores across the groups, revealing a significant difference ($F(2, 354) = 5.80, \ p < .01$). The mean positive mood score for the control group was 1.86 (SD = .80), for the high self-esteem group it was 2.21 (SD = .86), and for the low self-esteem group it was 1.94 (SD = .80). Post-hoc comparisons employing the Tukey HSD test indicated that the high self-esteem group had significantly higher positive mood scores compared to the low self-esteem group (p < .05). These results confirm the successful manipulation.

The Effect

The study comprised three experimental conditions: a high self-esteem group (HSG), a low self-esteem group (LSG), and a control group. Following the intervention, participants’ beliefs in teacher leadership were measured as the dependent variable.

To compare the mean scores of teacher leadership belief (TLB), an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted across the three groups. The results indicated a significant difference in the mean TLB scores ($F(2, 348) = 3.91, \ p < .02$). The mean score for the HSG group was 3.59 (SD = .88), for the control group it was 3.34 (SD = .85), and for the LSG group it was 3.31 (SD = .81). Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test revealed a significant difference between the HSG group (M = 3.59, SD = .88) and the LSG group (M = 3.31, SD = .81, p < .05). However, no significant differences were found between the control group and the LSG group, or between the control group and the HSG group. These findings support the hypothesis that self-esteem significantly influences teachers’ leadership beliefs. Thus, H3 was supported.

General Discussion

The current research aimed to examine the impact of self-esteem on teachers’ leadership beliefs—the extent to which teachers perceive leadership behavior as part of their professional identity. The results have provided experimental evidence that self-esteem significantly enhances teacher leadership beliefs and that teachers who have higher self-esteem are more likely to embrace leadership beliefs. This finding is consistent with the existing literature on the relationship between self-esteem and leadership. Beer et al. (1959), Kipnis and Lane (1962), Hill and Ritchie (1977), Galante and Ward (2017) and Martzler et al. (2015) discovered a positive relationship between self-esteem and leadership. Vašašová et al. (2021) investigated this relationship in the context of teacher leadership and similarly found a positive correlation between self-esteem and teacher leadership. However, none of these studies employed an experimental design and thus could not establish a causal link between self-esteem and leadership. Unlike these studies, the current study provided experimental evidence that self-esteem is a precursor to teacher leadership. In that regard, it made a significant contribution to the extant literature on the antecedents of teacher leadership.

The current study is significant due its experimental design. Podsakoff and Podsakoff (2019) reviewed the methodology of the studies published in general leadership literature during 2015–2018 and found that only 11.5% of studies were experimental. Similarly, Schott et al. (2020) reviewed 90 studies in the educational leadership literature and none of these studies employed experimental designs. Thus, to the best of my knowledge, this is the first study that adopts an experimental investigation into the concept of teacher leadership. By doing so, the study contributes to the field and encourages the integration of experimental designs into future research studies.

The current study tested the effect of self-esteem on teacher leadership “belief” rather than actual “behavior”. The future studies could test the impact on actual behaviors. Changing teachers’ beliefs could be the first step to encouraging teachers to engage in leadership behavior since teachers’ beliefs influence their practices (Fives & Buehl, 2012). Teachers are more likely to embrace new practices which align with their beliefs (Bingham & Hall-Kenyon, 2013). If school leaders can integrate self-esteem workshops into professional development activities and thus enable teachers to adopt leadership beliefs, teachers will be more likely to engage in leadership behaviors.

The study has certain limitations that future studies can address. These areas of improvement could also be valuable suggestions for new studies in the field. First of all, the current study tested the impact of self-esteem on teachers’ leadership beliefs. The study results suggested that teachers who have higher self-esteem are more likely to see “leadership” as part of their professional identity, as compared to those who have lower self-esteem. However, there might be a discrepancy between beliefs and actual behavior. Therefore, future studies should assess the
impact of self-esteem on actual leadership behaviors rather than just beliefs or perceptions. Secondly, the current study has suggested a causal link between self-esteem and teacher leadership, with self-esteem being a precursor to teacher leadership. However, this relationship could be bi-directional and recursive. In other words, teacher leadership could be leading to the development of self-esteem as well. Future studies need to test the impact of teacher leadership on the improvement of self-esteem. Thirdly, the current study was a brief online experiment. Future studies could involve longitudinal experimental studies where teachers are offered year-long professional development programs and interventions. These studies could assess the impact of self-esteem on both teacher leadership belief and behaviors. Fourthly, the effect of self-esteem was measured immediately after the intervention. Future studies should assess the long-term impact of such interventions. Additionally, an online experiment also could exclude certain demographics. Future studies could be carried out in face-to-face settings and include a more diverse population.

The study has certain practical implications for school leaders. School leaders could include self-esteem workshops into their professional development activities for teachers. These workshops could focus on building or enhancing teachers’ self-esteem, which is likely to foster teacher leadership. Secondly, positive relationships enhance self-esteem. Thus, school leaders should build supportive and inclusive school culture. Such a culture develops a sense of belonging and thus increase self-esteem and promotes teacher leadership. Lastly, school leaders need to avoid negative discourse or factors that may affect self-esteem negatively. In sum, by paying attention to self-esteem boosting factors, school leaders can enable every teacher to exercise leadership.
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